On the architecture of mate choice decisions: preference functions and choosiness are distinct traits
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Mate choice is an important cause of sexual selection; it can drive the evolution of extravagant ornaments and displays, and promote speciation through the reproductive isolation generated by rapid divergence of sexual traits. Understanding mate choice requires knowledge of the traits involved in generating mate-choice decisions, and how those traits may interact with each other. It has been proposed that mate-choice decisions are the outcome of two components that vary independently: the preference function (the ranking of the attractiveness of prospective mates) and choosiness (the effort invested in mate assessment). Here we test this hypothesis by examining individual variation in female preference functions and choosiness in green treefrogs (*Hyla cinerea*). We show that measures describing preference functions and choosiness are not correlated. We also show that both components are influenced differently by variation in female body size, and that preference function shape (closed and preferring intermediate values or open-ended and preferring extremes) has a strong influence on this relationship: function traits are positively correlated with body size only for individuals with closed functions, while choosiness is positively correlated with body size for individuals with open functions, but negatively for those with closed functions.

1. Introduction

Mate choice is an important cause of variation in individual fitness, and a strong cause of natural and sexual selection on communication systems and reproductive traits [1–4]. Because of its relevance for selection on signalers and receivers, mate choice has important consequences for speciation and the evolution of extreme traits [5–9]. The consequences of mate choice for these evolutionary processes hinge on the genetic and cognitive architecture of the components involved in the generation of mate-choice decisions [10–14].

Over 20 years ago, Jennions & Petrie [15] discussed the causes and consequences of variation in mate choice in terms of the underlying architecture of mate preferences. They identified two components: *mate preference functions* (the ranking of prospective mates) and *choosiness* (the effort invested in mate assessment). To avoid confusing the term ‘mate preference’ with the term ‘preference function’, we suggest referring to the broad topic for analysis as the mate-choice decision. We also suggest viewing choosiness as the effort expended to or willingness to invest in acquiring the preferred mate type, rather than solely mate assessment effort, to distinguish it from mate-searching strategies [11,16–18]. With this modified framework, the hypothesis proposed by Jennions & Petrie [15] can be stated as follows: variation in mate choice decisions arises from the interaction of preference functions and choosiness.

The first component, the *preference function*, has long been recognized for its usefulness in studying sexual selection, and characteristics of preference functions have been used to generate hypotheses about selection on male traits [3,19–23]. Initially, studies focused on the overall shape of the preference...
function—open-ended and favouring extreme male trait values, or closed and favouring intermediate male trait values—as well as on the relationship between the peak (the most preferred trait value) and the male trait distribution. Note that function shape (open/closed) does not equate a particular form of selection (directional/stabilizing).

It is necessary to relate the shape of the function and the peak of the preference to the male trait distribution to formulate hypotheses about the form of selection; for example, a closed function whose peak is off the mean male trait value will result in directional selection, and an open function that plateaus at a point that includes the majority of males will not. Besides this qualitative characterization of preference functions, recent refinements allow quantitative analysis in terms of preference function traits [22,24–27]. In addition to the preference function trait of ‘peak’, which indicates the most preferred trait value; ‘tolerance’ describes acceptance of trait values that deviate from her peak; ‘strength’ shows how much attractiveness declines as trait values deviate from the peak; and ‘responsiveness’ indicates the mean response levels across all trait values (figure 1; see also [27] for a detailed discussion on the philosophy and analysis of preference functions).

The second component, choosiness, can also affect the strength and direction of selection on male traits because it determines how closely a female’s actual mate choice matches her preference function. For example, two females could have the same preference function, but vary in their choosiness: the choosier female invests more effort in mate selection, and thus is more likely to obtain her most preferred male. By contrast, a female that is not very choosy probably mates with a male whose traits do not strongly reflect her preference function. Variation in this second component appears to have received less attention in the sexual selection literature than preference functions (but see [28–31]).

Jennions & Petrie [15] proposed that preference functions and choosiness are distinct traits that can evolve independently. Whether this is the case or not is a key question in the theory of sexual selection and speciation [14,32,33]. Theoretical studies vary in whether they view preference functions and choosiness as independent or related in various ways (see discussion in [14]). Some researchers measure willingness to acquire preferred types separately from preference functions and use various terms for such measures, including choosiness [10,28–31,34,35], while others use the term choosiness to refer to an intrinsic aspect of preference functions [4,36–40]. Whether variation in preference functions is independent or related to variation in the willingness to secure preferred types is an empirical question, regardless of how one refers to those components. The answer is of fundamental importance, however: either the mate types that are most attractive evolve independently of how much effort is exerted in obtaining them, or they do not. This, in turn, determines whether preferences and choosiness should be conceptualized as corresponding to different loci, or as corresponding to just one (cf. [14]).

Here we test the hypothesis that preference functions and choosiness are independent traits [15]. To our knowledge, the relationship between preference functions and choosiness as conceptualized by Jennions & Petrie [15] has not been assessed empirically. This hypothesis makes two predictions: (i) variation in preference functions (i.e. preference shape, preference peak and so on) should not be correlated with variation in choosiness; and (ii) preference functions and
choosiness should respond differently to different causes of variation. The rationale for the second prediction comes from recent research that has identified several factors that generate individual variation in mate-choice decisions. These can be grouped into internal factors such as age or condition of the choosing individual [11,41,42], and external factors such as experience with potential mates [24,25]. If preference functions and choosiness are independent traits, they should be influenced differently by the above factors, and this influence could either take the form of functions being influenced by one variable and choosiness being influenced by another; or functions and choosiness being influence by the same variable but in different ways (i.e. the sign or slope of the correlation may be different).

To test these predictions we took advantage of the well-studied acoustic communication system of green treefrogs, *Hyla cinerea* (Anura: Hylidae). Green treefrogs are a common anuran species that has been the focus of intense research on neurophysiological, behavioural and evolutionary aspects of mate choice and sexual selection [35,43–46]. During the breeding season males gather at ponds to form large choruses, where males produce advertisement calls for several hours each night. When female green treefrogs are ready to mate, they approach a calling male they deem attractive. In our focal population, females prefer lower-frequency calls [30]. Call frequency is negatively correlated with male body size [45], but whether females use call frequency as an indicator for good genes (for longevity, good foraging ability or efficient metabolism) or this preference is simply arbitrary [4,13] is currently unknown.

We used field playback experiments to describe individual variation in preference functions and choosiness for call frequency, and examined how body size and/or social experience affected variation in these traits. We focused on body size and social experience because they are frequent causes of variation in preference functions and/or choosiness [24–26,47,48], and they show substantial variation in green treefrogs. Body size differences of mate searching females amount to up to 60% (34–59 mm, n = 590; G.H. 1999–2015, unpublished data). And the social environment females experience when they reach the pond is highly variable due to the high turnover rate of males participating in the chorus (individual males generally only call for a few nights over a season that can last weeks or month [45]). Thus, for green treefrogs, the architecture proposed by Jennions & Petrie [15] predicts that: (i) preference function traits may covary with each other but will vary independently of choosiness; and that (ii) preference function traits and choosiness will relate in different ways to body size and social experience.

2. Methods and materials

(a) Study species and sampling

Our focal population of *H. cinerea* inhabits the western part of the species’s range, at the East Texas Conservation Center, in Jasper, TX. We performed all trials during May–July of 2013. During the breeding season (April–August), males congregate at ponds and swampy areas where they produce advertisement calls to attract females. The calls are short, ranging from 100–200 ms in duration, with a repetition rate of 80 calls min⁻¹. Calls contain two spectral bands, in the low-frequency range (0.68–1.2 kHz), and the high-frequency range (2.3–3.7 kHz) (G.H. 1999–2015, unpublished data). Females show preferences for a number of call traits (i.e. duration, relative amplitude and repetition rate), but the strongest preference is for call frequency [43–46]. There is geographical variation in preference functions and in choosiness for call frequency [35]. There is also evidence of socially mediated plasticity in choosiness [30].

We collected females in the late evening at the beginning of chorus formation from amplexed pairs to ensure sexual receptivity. We released all frogs at the site of capture after the conclusion of the night’s trials.

(b) Testing preference functions and choosiness

We used synthetic playback stimuli varying in their spectral features (see below) and fixed at the mean values of our focal population for duration (160 ms), rise time (25 ms) and fall time (50 ms). Females readily respond to these synthetic calls via phonotaxis. We used a custom-written DOS program (courtesy of J. J. Schwartz; available upon request) to generate the playbacks.

We tested females in an outdoor arena set up at our study site, but away from active choruses and at a time when males generally had ceased calling (between 01.00 and 05.00 h). Females remain responsive to playback stimuli for several hours after peak calling has ceased, and only stop responding upon sunrise (when they would naturally move from the pond to their diurnal retreats in the surrounding vegetation). The arena consisted of a plywood floor (2 x 1 m) surrounded by a wood frame 50 cm in height, screened with a visually opaque but acoustically transparent black cloth. Just outside of the cloth, two loudspeakers (JBL Control 1X) were placed opposite one another along the central long axis of the arena, so that females could hear the broadcast stimuli, but not see the speakers. Stimuli were broadcast from a PC laptop using Audacity software (Audacity Team, 2013). Stimulus amplitudes were verified using a Lutron SL-4001 sound-level meter (fast RMS with ‘C’ weighting) prior to each test.

During each playback trial, females were placed in an acoustically transparent wire cage, 10 cm wide by 5 cm tall, in the centre of the arena, the lid of which was removed remotely after five rounds of alternating stimuli. Females were able to climb out of the cage and free to move about the arena for up to 5 min, and a choice was scored once the female reached a 10 cm ‘choice area’ in front of a speaker. Females were rested 5–15 min between consecutive trials.

To examine the relationship between preference functions and choosiness, we obtained data on both for each female. We switched each night the order of playback trials conducted to describe preference functions or choosiness, to guard against sequence/time biases. We detected no such biases: neither preference function traits nor choosiness differed between females whether either was obtained first or second that night (t-tests: p ≥ 0.08).

(i) Preference functions

Preference functions are representations of how attractiveness varies with ornament trait values (i.e. [19,22]). Because mate preferences are expressed in terms of the ornaments encountered by an individual, they are function-valued traits best represented as curves [23,26,27,49,50]. Variation in these functions can be analysed in terms of their overall shape: open preference functions favour extreme trait values, and
closed preference functions favour intermediate trait values and discriminate against extremes. Within these shape categories, the curves can be further characterized by preference function traits. These include peak (a female’s most preferred trait value), tolerance (the range of trait values for which attractiveness remains relatively high), strength (the overall variation in female response across trait values) and responsiveness (a female’s average response across all trait values) (figure 1) [24,25,27]. Note that preference shape and the different preference function traits may in principle vary independently (e.g. peak may vary to a similar extent within closed and open preferences; figure 1a). We therefore tested for differences in preference function traits according to the overall shape of the preferences.

To describe female mate preference functions for call frequency we conducted a series of six two-choice trials, using synthetic calls generated as described above. Trials presented a ‘standard’ call with a dominant frequency of 900 Hz (grand species average) against alternatives that were either lower (600, 700, 800 Hz) or higher (1000, 1100, 1200 Hz) in dominant frequency. The frequency range covered by these trials (600–1200 Hz) slightly exceeds the natural range of the species frequency. The frequency range of the species (679–1172 Hz, n = 549 males from 13 sites across the range; G.H. 1999–2015, unpublished data), as is recommended to capture the full shape of the preference function within biological relevance [26,27]. We randomized stimulus sequences for each female and periodically switched the speaker presenting the standard call (every seven trials) so that each female was tested with both speaker configurations.

To obtain stimulus-specific response values from our two-choice data structure where females chose between two alternatives, we scored the trials as follows: The chosen alternative was awarded a score of ‘1’, the rejected alternative a score of ‘0’. Because each female was presented with each of the alternative stimuli only once, but presented with the standard stimulus in all of her trials, we calculated the final score of the standard stimulus as [(sum of standard scores across all trials)/6]. Scores for each of the six alternatives could thus be either 0 or 1, and scores for the standard could range from 0 to 1 (figure 2a).

We then used a function-valued approach to describe mate preference functions on the basis of these scores. We used the program PFUNC [27] to fit non-parametric regressions for each individual tested (figure 2a). This method makes no assumption about the shape of the functions, other than that they should have some level of smoothness (e.g. it does not pre-specify a linear or quadratic shape, but allows each function to be determined by the responses of the individual females). We then used the program to calculate the above preference function traits for each individual female. This method has been used extensively to measure individual, genetic and plasticity-related variation in preference functions [26,51,52]. Finally, we obtained a population function and population function traits.

(ii) Choosiness

Our assay of choosiness is based on the natural behaviour of green treefrog females: if a female has a choice between an attractive male that is farther away and a less attractive male that is nearer, she will often choose the closer, less attractive male. We manipulated apparent distance to the playback stimuli by changing their relative amplitude—as per the inverse square law of sound attenuation, amplitude decreases by 6 dB for each doubling of distance to the sound source [53]. This offers a simple but effective assay of the distance a female is willing to go in securing the mate she prefers [30,31,34,35].

We assessed choosiness with two-choice playback trials presenting an unattractive call (1100 Hz) played at constant amplitude against an attractive call (800 Hz) that is attenuated. For each trial, the unattractive alternative was broadcast at a constant amplitude of 85 dB SPL. To start a trial, we presented the attractive alternative at 73 dB SPL, then waited for 30 s before switching to the unattractive alternative. We then switched back and forth between these two calls, each presented at 73 dB SPL, for 30 s. A female was considered to have chosen the attractive alternative if she selected it after the initial period of 30 s, for a total of 120 s.

**Figure 2.** Variation in preference functions for the low-frequency peak of *H. cinerea* male advertisement call. (a) Preference functions were obtained by conducting two-choice trials (grey lines indicate stimulus exemplars tested in each trial), which were converted into preference scores (symbols), onto which non-parametric splines were fitted (black line). Shown are an example of a closed (left) and an open (right) preference function. (b) Functions could be grouped into three general shapes: open (53% of females; left), closed (42% of females; centre) or flat (5% of females; right). (c) Comparison between the distribution of the dominant frequency peak of male advertisement calls in the population (n = 138; bin size is 50 Hz) with the preference functions of individual females (grey lines), and for comparison, the composite function for the population (black line).
and then adjusted its amplitude up or down in steps of 6 dB and then 3 dB until we identified the lowest amplitude at which she still approached the quieter attractive stimulus rather than the louder unattractive stimulus. Arriving at a choosiness measure for each female thus required 3–4 trials. The lowest amplitude required to arrive at these choosiness scores (61 dB SPL) is well within the auditory threshold (derived from single auditory fibre recordings) of *H. cinerea* (30 dB SPL [54]) and the phonotaxis threshold of a related species of similar size (43 dB SPL; *Hyla versicolor* [55]). As with the preference function trials, we switched speaker locations periodically.

### (c) Causes of variation

One of the predictions of the hypothesis that preference functions and choosiness are independent traits is that they will be influenced differently by variables such as social experience and body size.

#### (i) Social experience treatments

We manipulated the social experience of females using playbacks simulating variation in chorus composition. Females were randomly assigned to one of four experience treatments: (i) attractive stimulus only (800 Hz playback); (ii) unattractive stimulus only (1100 Hz playback); (iii) a 1:1 mixture of the unattractive and attractive stimuli; or (iv) a silent treatment (no playback). The body size of females entering each experience treatment did not differ significantly ($F_{3,57} = 1.46, p = 0.24$).

We created the treatment playbacks with Audacity by pasting the synthetic stimuli into longer sound files that we played to females. The temporal pattern of the calls in the sound file mimicked natural male chorusing behaviour, with a mean inter-call interval of 400 ms that ranged from the equivalent of one male in isolation to several interacting males [56].

We broadcast the playbacks from a MP3 player (RCA TH2002RDR) through an iHome rechargeable mini speaker (iHM60) adjusted to a sound pressure level of 73 dB, which is representative of natural chorus noise [57]. These were placed next to mesh screen cages (Exo Terra Explorarium; $45 \times 60$ cm) containing 2–5 females. The playback apparatus and cages were placed into quiet areas of the study site (i.e. away from active frog choruses). Females entered the experience treatments immediately after capture (21.00–22.00 h), and remained exposed to the playbacks for 3 h. Immediately after the conclusion of their playback treatment females were tested for their preference functions and their choosiness.

#### (ii) Variation in body size

We measured body size as snout–vent length (SVL), which is measured from the tip of the nose to the end of the vent. We took advantage of the natural size variation of reproductively active females in our study population (range: $34.5–56.8$ mm, $n = 63$) to test whether the relationship between body size and preference functions was different from the relationship between body size and choosiness.

#### (d) Statistical analysis

We started the analysis by examining the extent of individual variation in preference function shape, preference function traits (peak, tolerance, strength, responsiveness), and choosiness. This analysis revealed substantial variation in function shape, which prompted us to explore variation separately for open and closed functions (preference function traits differed according to function shape; see below).

Then we tested the hypothesis that preference functions and choosiness are independent traits. First, we looked at trait correlations. If preference functions and choosiness are independent, the function traits (peak, tolerance, strength, responsiveness) may be correlated with each other, but they should not be correlated with choosiness. We ran this analysis separately for open and closed preferences because preference function traits differed according to the shape of the preferences (see below). Then we conducted a principal component analysis including the four preference functions traits (peak, tolerance, strength, responsiveness) and choosiness. Here, independence of trait types would be supported if preference function traits and choosiness loaded differently onto the principal components. This was indeed the case (see results).

Second, we examined how social experience and body size relate to preference function traits and choosiness. Here the prediction is that if they are indeed independent, then any changes in preference function traits associated with variation in body size or social experience should be uncorrelated with any changes in choosiness. We tested this using standard least square regressions that had PC1 (loading with the function traits of peak, tolerance, strength, responsiveness) or PC2 (loading primarily with choosiness) as the dependent variable. The models had the following explanatory terms: preference function shape, female body size and social experience treatment. Initially, we included all two-way and three-way interactions. The three-way interactions were never significant ($p \geq 0.24$), and we removed them to increase statistical power.

All statistical analyses were performed using JMP Pro v. 11.1.0 (SAS Institute Inc., 2015).

### 3. Results

#### (a) Variation in preference functions and choosiness

*Hyla cinerea* females varied in the shape of their preference functions. Out of 62 individuals for which we completed the full battery of trials, 53% had open functions, 42% had closed functions and 5% had flat functions (figure 2b). We removed the three females with flat preference functions from further analysis because those females respond similarly to every tested call trait value and thus did not allow us to extract meaningful preference function traits. Body size differed only slightly between females with open and closed preferences (mean ± s.d. SVL = 47.8 ± 5.1 versus 45.6 ± 4.2 mm, respectively), and this 4% difference was barely detectable ($t$-test: $t = 1.74$, d.f. = 55.6, $p = 0.09$). Function shape was also not influenced by social experience ($\chi^2 = 0.19$, $p = 0.98$). *Nota bene*: removal of the females with flat preferences did not bias our subsequent analysis: females with flat or curved (either open or closed) functions did not differ significantly in body size ($t$-test: $t = -1.70$, d.f. = 2.18, $p = 0.22$) or choosiness ($t = -2.14$, d.f. = 2.27, $p = 0.15$), and flat functions were not more common after certain experience treatments ($\chi^2 = 3.63, p = 0.30$).

Individual females varied widely in their preference function characteristics (both shape as well as function traits;
and loaded with the four preference function traits (peak, tolerance, strength and responsiveness) differed significantly between functions of open and closed shape (figure 3).

Individual females also varied in choosiness, and the range of choosiness scores across all females spanned the gamut from 0 to 24 dB attenuation difference (mean ± s.d.: 13.3 ± 6.9 dB). This range of choosiness is remarkable, especially when translated from dB difference to the distance the choosy females are willing to walk to reach their preferred mate. Using the inverse square law of sound attenuation, a very choosy female with a 24 dB difference would walk 16 m further than a non-choosy female with a 0 dB score (only willing to walk to the more attractive call if it is equidistant to the unattractive one).

The wide range of variation in individual peak preferences (600–900 Hz; figures 2 and 3) meant that the attractive stimulus used in the choosiness trials (800 Hz, derived from population-based trials) did not correspond to every female’s preferred value. We used the formula ABS(800-peak) to calculate the difference of each female’s function peak to the 800 Hz stimulus, and then correlated those values with their measures of choosiness. This analysis revealed no significant correlation ($n = 58$, $r = 0.15$, $p = 0.26$), and the positive slope (i.e. choosiness increased with larger 800-peak differences) was opposite the pattern expected had preference function peak affected our choosiness measure.

**Figure 3.** Differences in preference functions traits between open and closed preference functions. y-axis indicates range of individual variation in preference trait values. Shown are mean ± s.e., and the results of t-tests comparing function shapes.

**(b) Correlation between preference functions and choosiness**

Preference function traits (peak, tolerance, strength and responsiveness) were highly correlated with each other, but were almost never correlated with choosiness (table 1). Preference function shape played an important role for determining correlations between different preference function traits, as well as between function traits and choosiness. Only two out of six trait correlations (tolerance–strength, and peak–responsiveness) were similar in sign and magnitude between closed and open preference functions, while four trait correlations were different in sign and/or magnitude (table 1). Further, only in open preference functions was a preference function trait (strength) significantly correlated with choosiness—but here our criterion for analysis discounts this difference as potentially spurious [58], and in any case the correlation was not strong (table 1).

This result was corroborated by the principal component analysis. The PCA returned two principal components with eigenvalues larger than 1. PC1 had an eigenvalue of 2.70, and loaded with the four preference function traits (peak, tolerance, strength, and responsiveness). Note that factor loadings differ in sign, such that a decrease in strength is related to an increase in tolerance and responsiveness (table 2, figure 4). PC2 had an eigenvalue of 1.08, and loaded mainly with choosiness, and also with tolerance; note that factor loadings differ in sign, such that an increase in choosiness is related to a decrease in tolerance (table 2, figure 4). Together the two first PCs accounted for 75.6% of the variation.

**Figure 4.** Principal components of female mating preferences. PC1 loaded mainly with the four preference function traits (peak, strength, tolerance, responsiveness; table 2), PC2 loaded mainly with choosiness, and also one function trait (tolerance) (table 2).

**(c) Relationship of body size and social experience with preference functions (PC1) and choosiness (PC2)**

The variables we assessed related differently to preference function traits (PC1) and choosiness (PC2) (table 3, figure 5). Overall, social experience never had an effect. Body size did affect preference functions and choosiness, yet in different ways.

Preference function traits (PC1) differed between individuals with open and closed preference functions, and were related to body size. Body size mainly had an influence on individual with closed preference functions (see significant size × shape interaction term in table 3 and figure 5a). Larger females with closed functions preferred lower-frequency calls, but (due to low strength and high tolerance and responsiveness) have a high likelihood of accepting trait values other than their preferred value. Small females with closed functions, on the other hand, prefer higher-frequency calls, and due to high strength and low tolerance and responsiveness...
are not expected to accept trait values that deviate much from their peak.

By contrast, choosiness (PC 2) did not vary on average between individuals with closed and open preferences (table 3). However, because of the inverse relationship between function shape and body size (significant size × shape interaction term in table 3 and figure 5b), larger females with open preference functions and small females with closed preference functions are more choosy.

Table 1. Correlations between preference function traits and choosiness. The strongest correlations are those between the four preference function traits: peak, tolerance, strength and responsiveness. Correlations calculated separately for closed and open preference functions; significant correlations are shown in italics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>tolerance</th>
<th>strength</th>
<th>responsiveness</th>
<th>choosiness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>closed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak</td>
<td>(-0.44)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>(-0.77)</td>
<td>(-0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tolerance</td>
<td>(-0.76)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>(-0.17)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strength</td>
<td>(-0.94)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(-0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>(-0.68)</td>
<td>(-0.76)</td>
<td>(-0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tolerance</td>
<td>(-0.70)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(-0.33)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strength</td>
<td>(0.51)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Factor loading on the first two principal components, which together account for 75.6% of variation in mate choice traits. Factor loading values \(>0.4\) are shown in italics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>factor</th>
<th>PC1</th>
<th>PC2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>peak</td>
<td>(-0.489)</td>
<td>(-0.235)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strength</td>
<td>(-0.554)</td>
<td>0.214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tolerance</td>
<td>(0.412)</td>
<td>(-0.433)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>responsiveness</td>
<td>(0.520)</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choosiness</td>
<td>(0.113)</td>
<td>0.826</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

Our results support the hypothesis that mate preference functions and choosiness are independent traits [15]. In our population of *H. cinerea*, preference function traits and choosiness were predominantly uncorrelated, and variation in preference function traits and choosiness, though both associated with body size, were affected by body size in different ways. This finding has several implications for our understanding of sexual selection via mate choice and its consequences for speciation. First, the absence of a phenotypic correlation between the preference function traits and choosiness suggests that the genetic correlation too may be absent or weak [59]. If so, preference functions and choosiness may evolve independently, each being tweaked or optimized by natural and sexual selection, potentially without major trade-offs. Additionally, it also supports the intuition that preferences and choosiness should be modelled as being influenced by different loci (cf. [14]), and that choosiness should not be automatically equated with aspects of the preference function such as what we term tolerance, strength and responsiveness (see discussion in [27]). More studies in other species and groups are necessary to determine how widespread our findings may be.
Table 3. Sources of variation on PC1 (preference function traits) and PC2 (mainly choosiness). Significant or marginally significant factors are shown in italics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>factor</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treatment</td>
<td>3,45</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female size</td>
<td>1,45</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>function shape</td>
<td>1,45</td>
<td>41.15</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treatment × female size</td>
<td>3,45</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treatment × function shape</td>
<td>3,45</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female size × function shape</td>
<td>1,45</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treatment</td>
<td>3,45</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female size</td>
<td>1,45</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>function shape</td>
<td>1,45</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treatment × female size</td>
<td>3,45</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treatment × function shape</td>
<td>3,45</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female size × function shape</td>
<td>1,45</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A second interesting point is that variation in preference functions and choosiness, whether between individuals, populations or species, may interact in ways that bring about various evolutionary consequences. For instance, choosiness may determine the strength of selection due to mate choice, while the tolerance of the preference function may determine the amount of variation permitted around the peak of the preference (figure 1). If so, choosiness may determine the speed at which equilibrium is attained, and preference tolerance may in turn determine the variation sustained at equilibrium. The interplay between preference functions and choosiness may generate considerable variation in the resulting patterns of assortative mating and signal-preference linkage disequilibrium, as well as in the consequences for the maintenance of genetic variation and the promotion of divergence. A related question: which is a stronger determinant of the strength of sexual selection due to mate choice—choosiness or the preference function traits that describe its curvature around the peak?

Also of particular interest is our finding of considerable variation in all the components of mate choice: overall preference shape, the different preference function traits, and choosiness. The population-level preference function had a closed shape with a peak beyond the population mean for the call trait (figure 2c). This would suggest moderately strong directional selection on male call frequency. However, the population contained near equal numbers of females with open and closed preferences. Their relative contributions to selection on signals will vary according to their choosiness, as per the above rationale. However, their contributions will also vary in an additional sense: the peak of open preferences was further away from the male mean than the peak of closed preferences (figure 2c). Consequently, females with open preferences favour more extreme male signals than females with closed preferences—although their greater tolerance, lower strength and higher responsiveness suggest they would exert overall weaker selection. These patterns of variation suggest how female preferences may actually be involved in the maintenance of variation in signals. While relatively understudied, there is evidence that such within-population variation may be common, at least in terms of individual differences in peak preference, preference tolerance, and whether females have a preference or not [15, 60–62].

Both preference functions and choosiness varied continuously, suggesting inputs from many loci. This seems to be common in nature, at least for preference functions [26], as well as the ability of preference functions and choosiness to be modified by variables that span the gamut from the age, condition, or reproductive stage of the choosing individual to the social environment they experienced during certain stages of their life [24–26, 30, 31, 41, 42, 47, 63–65]. We find that if a given factor changes the preference function, it will probably not change choosiness, or it will change it in a different way. For example, body size affected both function traits and choosiness, but for function traits it was the closed functions that were mostly affected, while for choosiness both closed and open functions were affected, in opposite directions. Moreover, although body size affected both function traits and choosiness of females with closed functions, the effect was with opposite signs. One outcome of this independent influence is a higher likelihood that the plastic response by each of these components may also be shaped independently by selection.

In conclusion, we find that preference functions and choosiness are distinct traits that may interact in various ways to generate mate choice decisions. A full understanding of how mate choice contributes to sexual selection and speciation will require the joint study of variation in both of these components to establish whether this pattern is widespread in nature. It will also require assessing how these components interact with other determinants of mate choice decisions, such as the mate sampling rules that are followed by individuals varying in preferences and choosiness [11, 15, 20, 66].
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